
GLAWRIE HOLES SURPRISE ERRORS... 
(Sorry, that's the best I can do)  
 
 gLawrie Holes 15 @ Jane Errors 2 
      (5-4-0)                     (2-7-0)      
 
The Jane Errors had their hopes dashed quickly by the 4-4 gLawie Holes in Week 9 of 
UWOSBA season. The Errors started the game 6.0 games back of league leaders The Flatliners, 
while the gLawrie Holes were 4.0 games behind the frontrunners. Unfortunately, the other team, 
whose name I refuse to type anymore, was hungrier for a boost in the standings, driving in 4 runs 
to start the ballgame.  
 
The Errors quickly answered with two runs in the home half, pulling out a handful of tricks. 
Switch-hitter Nate Tebokkel confused the shifted defence, hopping over the plate in the middle 
of an at-bat before driving a triple to centre field. He would come in to score on a double by Jon 
Skillman, who executed a perfect slide between the legs of the 2nd baseman. Skillman would 
later score on a two-out single by 3B Dave Huebert.  
 
Unfortunately, the Errors couldn't sustain the early flurry to match the scoring-efficiency of those 
who must not be named, who scored a handful of runs each subsequent inning, adding up to a 
Blue Jays-esque 15 runs against. The GES club scrambled positions near the end of the game in 
an attempt to stop the bleeding, but had little success containing the power of the opposing team.  
 
The Errors look to regroup for their final regular season game--a rematch--against the newly 
renamed Brew Jay Chungs 6:00p.m. Thursday, July 24th @ Westminster Diamond.  
 
Vintage Books Knocks-on-the-Jock  
 
3 Knocks - CF Nate Tebokkel for executing perhaps the best play of the year for the Errors, with 
a fantastic sliding catch in shallow-centre.  
1-2, Triple, Run 
 
2 Knocks - SS Jon Stillman for his life-threatening slide into 2B  
1-2, Double, Run 
 
1 Knock - 3B Kailee and Dave who played through illness and injury respectively  
Kailee: 1-2; Single / Dave: 1-2; RBI 
 
 
 


